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In /the report the concept!of distance education is analyzed and

fined. The main part ofithe report presents a survey of the

literature concerning the use of the telephone in education.

Four different ways are pointed out where the telephone is used

either as asubstitute for other instructional forms or as a

'4 supplement to'toQventional instruction, such as classroom

instruction, correSPondre instruction. The four modes:

teleteaching, telelecturi
.

'dial - access, and teletutoring:

are presented on the basis of previous research carried out.
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INTRODUCTION

The research projett "Two-Way Communication in Correspondence Education"

has previoutly been presented in a report,.where the concrete plans of'the

experimentation are discussed (BAAth & Flinck, 1973). The research work.is
being carried out on the educational system where the students learn with-

out being physically present at a particular school or institution. The

students participating in our investigation are studying with the help of

correspondence courses, which mainly consist of printed material. One of
the most'essential characteristics of a correspondence course is the

written correspondence by letter between the school and the learner. Our

task is to study how the interaction between the school and the learnef,
.

and between the -learners, can be improved.
i44`

-.7,

One of the experimental series being carried out concerns postal two-way
0communication suppiimented by telephone instruction The main purpo se of

4'

this report is to present the way in which the telephone has been uttq4ted

in educational contexts. First, however, we shall discuss those,concepti"-,

which have been used to.describe the educational-situations where the

teacher and the student are separated in time and space. We intend to use

-the concept distance education and we will describe, our definition of-It. -

After that we will present'a review 'of the literature concerning the use

of the telephone in education. It will be proved that,only, in a few cases

has the telephone been'utilized together with correspondence courses,,de-

spite the fact that it could bean excellent upplement for improying the
too-way communication,



.

AI RE CONCEPT OF-DISTANCE EDUCATION

When studying tte literature concerning this teaching method, one will
Atnd no 'common usage of terms. In reports and articles many different
terms are used despite no particular differences in the meaning. Distance
education, distance instructions-distance teaching, tele-teaching, home

.0tudy, correspondence education, correspondence study, correspondence
instruction, correspondence teaching are some expressions ,used to 'de-
scribe the educational system of teaching a student not physically present
in the class-room.

- -.,

As mentioned agie the terms correspondence
education, correspondence

-- 77 instruction, and correspondence teaching are all used. Apart from tte

7

question of Which:of the terms .education, instruction, and teachinOhould
1be used, all of the combined terms indicate a kind of distance between

the student and the teacher. They are in contact with one another by
correspondence. Student and teacher are sending information to each other.
in writing - by letter. In practice, however,

this two-way communication
does not necessarily imply only written communication.

Frequently schools
Supplement their;courses:with tapes; telephone contact, or group-meetingi..
But then it may be'questioned-whether this is'true correspondence teachingz
The basic component'is the correspondence course which presupposes written
two-way communication between studept and teacher but when used together

.

,wilAh tapes, or- telephone, or group-meetings, it is fortified correspondence
teachiiig. Correspondence teaching can be seen as subordinate.to the concept
distance teaching, and'we can accept a definition of correspondence:teach-
ing analogous to the definition of correspondence study which Good gives
as the' , .

1

"... formal study and instruction conduCted by mail using textscourse outlines, and other materials, with lesson reports, cortions and examinations:" (Good, 1945, p 103)

This meaning is shared by Erdos (1967) when she defines correspondence
-teaching as

"... i method of teaching in which the teacher bears the respons-ibility of imparting knowledge and skill to a student who does notreceive, instruction orally, but who studies, in a place and at a timedetermined by his individual circumstances." (Erdos, 1967, p 10)
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Theie restrictions 'of the concept i'lifted out, both in practice and in
It theory. Glatter Wedell (1971) state :` 1 "_

f

.
\ . 14?

"For our purpose correspondence edu ation can be defined1as organised
provition for instruction and educa ion through thm`post, although
postal tuition can be supplemented b many Other distance media, as
well as by face-to-fa0 teaching. Matter Weden! 1971, p 11)

- ,

The same opinion is given by El-Bushra (1973), stating about correspondence

teaching: At

if

ern tts,most basic, literal interpretation it is used to refer to
teaching condycted by written two-way communication sent through
the post. More recently correspondence *aching has been seen more
broadly and postal lessons have been linked with other media. Poetry
readings` ontthe radio, titevised4documentaries, home science kits,
language records, tutor- ed study-groups, ,Ond counselling services
to iron out student probler - all these ate additional parts of
the instructional 'package' which illuminate the basic textual
lesson.: So what began as a'strictly limited sort of activity -

written communication - has been developed into a broad approach
to instruction of which correspondence as such is only one element."
(El-Bushra, 1973, p 51-6)

El-Bushra continues to describe this approachof instruction as.distance

educatien, meaning that the physical distance, between the teacher and the

' student i\A s the only fact which distinguishes it from"the class-room

; situation. Wedell (1970) is mainly of the same opinion but he keeps the

term correspondence education to describe almost the same content. Ina

report from the Council of Europe he discusses the concept of permanent

education which he means'is not just adult educatjon,but includes all

education at .different stages in the life span.-He then states that

... correspondence education is no longer a term which can be
defined in simple . Increasingly the traditional element in
correspondence edulal, that is sending of an ordered sequence
of lessons to students through the post with or without opportun-
ities for the correction of exercises returned by the student, is
being replaced by more elaborate arrangements combining a number of
teaching and learning facilities. This mdlti-iedia approach has
become possible partlyby the expansidn of the media of mass
communication and partly by the extension of the methodological
basis of long-distance study.".(Wedell, 15970, p 10)

MacKenzie et al (1968) use the term correspondence instruction. Their

definition is:

*
9



correspondence instruction is a method of instruction in which
dbrrespondence,is 'the.means of communication between student and
teacher." (MacKenzie et al, 1968, p 2) ,

'According to the communication between thestudent and the teacher they

are making a further distinction when,they declare that

44,

... correspondence instruction refers only to instruction offered
through correspondence which requires interaction between the student
and the instructing institution. Under this definition, a program
in which the student receives a book or series of pamphlets but is

not required to submit any responses for evaluation by the instruc-
tional body would not qualify as correspondence instruction. There,
is one-way action (on the part of the instructional institution)
but not interaction." '(MacKenzie et al; 1968, p 3-4)

They also add the qualification that the interaction in most cases is

carried out through mail. This is only one of several possible means of

distribution.

In this contex we can bring up the German terminology mainly using the

word 'Fern-' in ifferent ways which should be translated as 'distant,

,.remote'. 'Fernst ium' and 1Fernunterricht' are the most common terms.

Translated 'Fernst dium' should be 'distance study', and 'Fernunterricht'

'distance teaching But the diitinction between the terms is that 'Fern-

studium' refers to stance teaching at University and college levels, and

'Fernunterricht' t4 istapce teaching, at other, lower levels (see Dohmen,

1967). There ale no f ndamental cifferences in the didactic structure of

'Fernstudium' and 'Ferhunterricht',(Petert, 1973).

In another context Dohme defines 'Fernstudium' as

I' ein Studium, d s fern und unabhangig yon direkt-persdnlich
unterrichtenden Doze ten stattfindet und das doch, im Gegensatz zum
reinen Selbststudium, ipdirekt Ubernicht-personale Medien angeregt
und durch periodische Studienanleitungen, Materialsendungen usw. aus
einer (grbsseren oddr kleineren) Entfernung geleitet bsw. unterstUtzt
wird." (Dohmen, 1970, p 53)

_Dohmen 0970) also mentions 'Korrespondenz-Fernstudlum' (correspondence

study) and suggests that it d:a's,with jtnt the written, mailed material

and that, the method is insufficient 6 g in a Social study context, or in

Practical study phases. To avoiethii insufficiency other media must it
0

supplement the written material.

r r,
re'
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It must then be recognized that 'distance' (education) as a term is the

principal concept and that a term like 'correspondence' (education), is

subordinate to the concept 'distance'..

Above we have'llso mentioned that terms like 'hOme study''and 'tele-teach-
,

ing' are used. 'Home study' is commonly used - mostly in the United States -

by correspondence institutes. As we ,ree it the term refers more to the

place where the study is undertake 'or even gives the impression of being

without control of a teaching in7titution. Erdos (1967) is of the opinion//,

at home study is sometimes inUrpreted in the restricted sence of self-

fnstruction. It seems to us that the term does not determine unique

conditions for the distance learners.

' 'Tele-teaching' is sometimes used especially when radio and/or television

is an integrq part of the'system. Lefranc (1973) has stated:

"The term 'tele-teaching' which is sometimes used in this study foi.
the sake of convenience, should not be taken to mean 'teaching by
television'; it denotes any teaching done 'from a distance'" (from
the Greek tele, distant). (Lefranc, 1973, p 1)

FOr our purpose the term could bp uses, but to avoid any confusion with

the exclusive use of tele-medial, such as television, telephone, radio etc

we refrain from using the term. Toindic9e that the teacher and the

student are separated from each kilar the term 'distance' is more practic-

able.

.1

The terms education, instruction and teaching are combined with 'distance'

in different ways, in most cases with a similar meaning. Holmberg (1974)

gives a definition of distance education when he states:

"I use it to denote the foPms of study which are not led or controlled
by teachers present in clais-rooms or similar localities but never-
theless benefit from the plemingguidance and teaching of tutors.
Distance education, as I use the term, in most cases implies that .

the students themselves are responSible for the pace and completion
of their studies." (HolMberg, 1974, p 1)

On the communication between the teacher and the student he declares:

. "Distance education goes further than merely teaching and practis-
ing by writing and learning by reading. Other means of communication



are also possible. An important element in distance education is,

the interaction betweeh students and teachers in the form of two-.
way cOmmunicatfon, usually in writing, sometimes by telephone or

recordings of the spoken word." (Holmberg, 1974, p 3)

Qther definitions of the terms must be mentioned. Moore (1973) has tried

to develop a theOry of independent fearming and teaching. He emphasize

that

"... independent learning and teaching is a...system consisting of

three sub-systems: a learner, a teacher, and a method of communi-
cation."cation." (Moore, 1973, p,663)

The statement does not exclude the common face-to-face teaching in a

class-room because even there we will have the learner, the teacher, and

a communication method. To differentiate distance situation and, what

Moore calls, 'the contiguous situation' it will be necessary to consider

more closely upon 'the methods of communication'. Therefore Moore defines

distance teaching:

.. as the family of instructional methods in which the teaching.
behaviors are executed apartifrom the learning behaeiort, inclUd-
ing those that in a contiguous situation would be Performed in the

lb

learner's presence,\so that Communication between the teauher.and.
the learner must befacilitated by print, electronics, MOchanital '. ,

or other devices." (Mbore,.1q73,p 664) 'f 9:0,.
1:. . .: oo,'

. ,

He continues: , '1441it*

!t,.
''",'

#

. .. y

"Modern distance teaching May even employ more.than one communicao
tioneMedium. Twenty years ago;it-was possible for alearner to
obtain instruction through ahyone of a number of media, or, to put
together. into a system of his own; a combinatibn of media ... Only.-

in recent years, though, nave teachers and media specialists .

actually prepared instructional Packages that are designed to employ
a number of media in an integrated Manner." ( o e, 1973, p 665) :

4I

11*
Av

The essential role of communication between teacher and learner in distance
Nk

education has been obvious in re(cent years. Other definitions deal with

the same thing. .

"The term 'distance teaching' connotes systems of teaching and
learning based mainly on non-personal media, whose efficiency 6r
student performance is controlled by two-way communication (fee
back). Terminological confusion,. howeyer, arises from the fact
that these media are also used in face-to-face tuitiOn,,and con-
versely, that traditional distance teaching is suppleMOted by
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these meilla....are also used in face-to-face tuition, and con-
versely 6,thatiraditional distance teaching is supplemented by

''';'. . face:IA:if:Tice -Methods. (Karow & Kreigenfeld, 1973,p 49)

.be s9,en.

-A,
b(,hridged over

ap essential

.-

m the foregoing discussion that the distance itself,
c racteristi% in distance ectucation and that it can
y means of difftrent communication media.

4r

;&;4':%.' s. We can also d scuss which of the terms 'teaching', 'education', or
,linstruction we are doing to upe. Studying relevant research literature

eld we.hae f ound that ti_j_e_se three concepts have been used

hanffeap-IY-.
4

a

As a matter of fact-thiS rather ,logical with regard to the definitions (
; Webster gives'to the twills._

p

withiti the f
. tather inter

0

4.
0
o

"E ucation: the ptocas's of. training and.. developing the knowledge,
4

ski1, mind, charatter, ego especi1ly by formal schooling; teach:,
in raining." (Webster, 1968,.p 576) 4!.

',"_____,___Instruction: (1) an instruCting; educati
'Han etc given or taught; any teaching;
p952) S.

on, {2 ,knowledge, informa-
lesson ' (Webster, 1968,

"Teach: (1) to show 4iow to do something; to giv 'instructions to;
to train; (2) to give lessons to (a student or Upil); to guide

!':'4111'. tt,
. ' the study of; tizinstruct " .(Wehster, 1968, pi 10)

tlit
r. ' , ... ,,,, ; . . -

, From a semantic point of view the terms are_useLinterchangeably. One of

the terms is used define the others. We can, of course, study defini-
tions presepte4 "in 'educational textbooks and handbooks, but even here

a
, the concepts are used in the same way.

sb .

-, .of
, ,. ,..po :.

In Good (1945), D*Cticinary of Educition, the term education is defined apa,

".. the aggregate of all the processes bx-means of.. which a person
developes abilities., attitudes, and otherjorms of behavior of.
positive value in the society in which he (Good, 1945, p 145)

. ..
p f i

This means a broad view emphasising. the entire upbrinOng4, but we could
,

also find statements more specific as when Bloom et al (1971) declare:

/,
.1

'



"Education for 44s a process which changes the learpets. Given
this,view we txpect'each program, course,iand unit ofIgducition to'
brink about somesignificent change pr changes'in the students.
Students should be, different at the end of a unit from what:they

were Wore it: Students whO have.completed a unit of education

should be. different from-those who haye.not had it. Althougkit is

trCie that tome ,of the differences in a kleatner betweeifthe begin-

ning and the end of secondary school are to be attributerktv4,.,
tutation, growth, and the influences of varied xperiences,:

a = hete,concerned with the changes produced by education and in

. the ast-analysis determined by the school, curriculum, and in-

struc on;"-(Blbooret al, 1971, p 8)
4,

4

. . .

.

As to the other o concepts which can be used - teaching and instruction 7,

itis still more Wicult to find homogeneity in the definitions. These.

concepts are almost always associated with certain theories Of learning:

or teaching (see e g inner, 1968, Gaga, f970),,,In this context there-

fore it may not be qui fair to disconnect them from their context.'At

we do not war to connect the progress of studying at a,distance with a

certain theory of teaching r instruction we are going to use the tern

:education in our description. Maybe Rawsori-Jonet (1974) is right when he

declare, ab6ut the terms dista to teaching and distance learning:

"Distance teaching seems too teacher-Oriented and distance learning
4. too studentrbast Distance e ucAtion combines the two, sd, in 4fie.

absence of a better name fort process, I shall use -it ..:"

(Rawson-Jones, 1974, p 61) , 4
. ,.

.'''. 6 . .

i 4."! .. i

Thus we are going to use the term dfstanc education bylOich we mean an ,

educational system where the`teaching behav ors are separate from the
i '. 4- : a

learning behaviori. The learner works.- alone r 6 a group - guided by
...,

study material arranged by"the instructor who t ether with the tutors is

1 a locat on apart from the students; who h have the opportunity

commun.! u tutors with the aid of one or. 'such

as correspondence,
-N,

telephone, talevision, radio. Distance ducation m y be

combined with)m-iwforms,Of face-to-face meetingg

ì ,

I.
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tutor. It willgive the tutor an opportunity to explain difficulties in

THE TELEPHONE IN DISTANCE EDUCATION

'.In one of the experimental series in the research project the problem is

to 'study, if it is possible to reinforce the postal two-way communication

with the help of the telephone.

The students participating in the experiment are studying correspondence

courses in 'a traditional way. They are enrolled in the courses without

any knbwledge of. the experimentation. From a certain date the school;

divides all new enrollMents into two groups, one experimental groups and

one control group. At this. moment the students are informed that they are

involved in an educational experiment. The-two groups do not receive

exactly the same information. The students in the experimental group are

Informed that the tutor will phopethem after returning their corrected

exercises. The other group of students is not gilien this information. They .

are only.informed that an experiment isgoing on. They have to know that

we collect information which will be used as background data from both

groups.

In this experiment the telephone will be used as a supporting aid for the

the course material but it will also give the student a chance to obtain

personal assistance in different wayt.'

In a futur(report we,willodescribe theidesign of the experiment in detail.

Here we Preset a survey of the use of the telephone as an educational

Communication medium. First, of all we have to decide what a medium is,

because different definitions. haye been given depending on the context

ih.which the concept it used.

A

Me m or media is a very confusing term. Studying the literature concern-
.

ing media research we find different meanings of.the concept. On one point

alone we find a conformity'whickis expressedby Bretz' (1971) very broad
, f

definition of medium when he declares that. ",

a medium is something in the middle, between other things ..."

(Bretz, 1971, p.5) 4

"4 -
-Lt.)
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So far all agree. If we look at education - in an extremely simplistic

form - as a structure with the three components (1) a body of knowledge,

attitudes, etc; (2) a delivery system; and (3) a learner, then the medium

must be the delivery system. But there are differences in the interpretaL.

tion of th7respecific content of the concept medium as a delivery
A

system.

In a textbook concerning selection of instructional media, Gerlat4

).1 (1971) give abroad definition of medium as

"..; any person, M terial, or event
whia enable the le er to acquire

1.Y, 1971, P'attitudes." (Gerlach

But the ne4t are delimi

that establishes conditions
knowledge, skills, and
282)

the concept

"In the context of this book, howeve media will be defined as
the graphic, photographic, electronic, r mechanical meant for

arresting, processing, and reconititutin visual ,or verbal informe-

d, tiOn.0 (Gerlach & Ely, 1971, p 282)

If we return to Bretz (1971) he makes a definite dist action between media

Which dre instructional aids, supporting a teacher's pre ntation, and

media which are self- supporting. The latter he calls communication media,

and he defines these thus:

"A communfcation medium, within its specific limits, is cap o' of
the entirety of information presentation and of instigating learner/
subjett matter interaction. Moreover, communication pedia probgrams
can be widely reproducible." (Bretz, 1971, p 64

, He also distinguishes between "telemedlOnd"recording media" but in-

' Clmdes both in communication media. Telemedia are those which electronically

transmit infOrmition to the learner in real time,, while recording media are

media which record and store.

Briggs et al (1967) have in a report developed a procedure for choosin

media for ins
it

ruction.. Their definition of media is more complex tha rete.
To them

... media refers to any and all physical means of

entire4set of stimulus. conditions require AM"
learner. Thus media include, amp ant pnd

p enting the
e instruction of a

of ed varities,



arrangement; for printed communication (such as printed pages) and
for oral communicatiO (such as a teacher). Also included are actual
objects (rocks,aeayes, manufactured products, etc) when these can
be directly.observed by Warrier, and special devices and materials,
such as films, teaching machines, and workbooks." (Briggs et al,
1967, p 29)

Both retz' and Briggs' et al definitions are complex. Of great interest

in this contex Tosti & Ball (1969) when they discuss a major fault

in most procedu?es ofideiigning..941truction. They mean that most research-

ers do not recognize' the distinction between medium, presentation form,

and content. Th most serious confusion is observed between medium and

presentation f rm:
C

'Medfa reseoilohprs to date have not chosen to distinguish a ireserT

tation form froMIthe media which carry that form. This new model
quires that such a separation be made. The media in instructional

ystems cam-not.only .the data of the instructional message but
i also data on students' responses and: various other bits of data
necessaty to maintain the operating systeMs. It is the structure by
which t he information is carried by a medium that,is calleckthe
presentation form., A student does not learn from 'the media.

learns ;from the presentation form. Media do little'moie than del %ler

the infOrmaionAto be learned.in whatever presentational form pre-
viously decided upon." (Tosti & Ball, 1969, p 9-10).

we take advantage of this statement by Tosti & Ball in our*simplistk

description Of education (see p we,can say that information from a

body of knowledge presented in particular form cap be delivered to a

learner by a medium. Then, the medium is, an aid.

For our purpose we will Rook at the telephone as a medium in this way. It
r

is the instructional aid which gives,a,teacher the posSibility of establish-

ing a twO-:way communication with a stud t participating in distance educa-

Lion.

When we look at the telephone as 4 communication medium we will look at it

as a part of a communicatiookNstem involving other media. The telephone

has a function in auser.system: where it is coordinated by the'user.wii

many other fr4ctions to be, successful as a system. Bretz (1971) discusses

this'point very carefully ln the context 0 the evaluation of communica-

tion. He means that commonly the relation is that a communication medium

""must be' less effective - in terMyf achieving a desTre re's. lt - thin

1'7
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face -to -face communication. This can be bottrue and false, depending on

which factors are considered. He exemplifies by the use of television in

instruction:-

"When teleVision is introduced into an instructional system to re-
place certain traditional elements of that system, it.cari have

qualitative advantages over what has been done before. Television
lessons can be better prepared and can bring better teachers into
the Average classroom, despite the-lendency of media presentations
to be impersonal. To some people this impersonality seems like`a
large;s4tiade to effectiveness ... It is often expected, there-

fore, studentswho receive lesson presentation by instructional
mediamill achieve poorer results than studentS who have teen taught
by traditional classroom, methods. If this is so, it has not been

detected in a very large number of comparative studies. Neither has

any evidence been foUnd to MA that presentation via an instruc-
tiona medium, per se, results in any greater scholastic achievement;

than,Classroom presentation:" (Bretz, 1971",:p 47)

Bretz means tat Is can be interpreted in different ways "depending on

prior bias of the i reter". To evaluate the medium we have'to con-

sider as many elements as possible and try to study their interrela ions.

Review of research in telephone instruction

In educational contexts the telephone has been used in different wayi.

Vrom the literature we can discern four varying modes of'application for

using the telephone. These four modes are: teleteachirj, telelecturing, .

dial access., and teletutoring. The use of'each of the methods hasebeen

described and reported more or 3ess scientifically. MUch time and space

has been devoted to presenting the efforts to evaluate allexperiMents

concerning telephone instruction, but very few, them,are scientifically

basee-

in our researchhproject we will use the fourth Erode - teletutoring. Our

search of literature has,' however, been carried out with respect to the use

of the telephone in all educational situations. Therefore we intend to.

present all relevant information about the usage. Even if we are using just,

teletutoring other modes can be used in other forms of distance education.

Our presentation will be divided into our sections, each of them dealing'

tith one of the modes mentioned above., efore that we will give a shdt

description Of the four'ways of using th telephone.

,411.1.3
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Teleteaching is operated by means of a two-way transmitter (telephone)

placed in a classroom, and enable a sick or.handicapped student to keep

up with his class work without being physically present in the classroom.

Thestudent can at home hear all that.is going on in thec14ssroom, and

he can indicate by means of a signal,whah he wants to speak and answer

questions., When,he speaks everybody in the classroom is Abe to hear what

he says, as if he were present. .

4elelecture also.operates by means.of a two-way transmitter.-A teacher can

through the use of the telephone located anywhere in the country - give

a lecture - simultaneously - to one or several groups of students located

in different places. The teacher's voice is amplified in the classroom,

and the students can communicate with the teacher through a series of

microphones connected to the telephone line.

Dial-access is an information service system that provides a person with

brief summaries on differAtAppics. The summaries are recorded on tape

and available by dialling operator or a coMputer who switches the call

to a playback machine and inserts the tape cartridge requested. Most dial-

accesi systems operate in connection with. libraries.

Teletutoring enables a studeft by means of a telephohe to get in touch with

his tutor for individual help in his studies. The student is studying

dependently with the help of preproduced study material such as a corre-

spondencecOrse. The tutor then calls the student - or the student tills

the tutor - and they discuss the work. This two-way communication is always

between one student. and one tutor.

3eleteaching

Historically the use of the telephone as an educational medium is quite

young. Rao & Hicks (1972) report that the first instructional application

of a'telephone for an educational purpose occurred in 1939. A projebt was

initiated to meet the needs of homebound and hospitalized studepts..The

homebound students received all lectures in the class by telephone during

the entire schoolday. They were also able to talk to the teacher and their

class-fellows. More experiments of this,h4gd:rere conducted at different

places inUSA.



In New York City the Board of Education developed an experiment to meet

the needs Of physically handicapped, homebound adolescents. In a report

Lolis (1968) describes the experiment and therresults from the evaluative

study conducted with the experiment. During a period of 15 months a group,

of physically, handicapped Students had the possibility of receiving tele--

lectures from their schools. The lectures were distributed by radio broad-
,

cast combined with group-telephone-lectures, and regular visits of teachers.

The students were divided into two groups..30 students formed an experi-

mental group and 23 students a control group. Each day the two groups has

a radio broadcast& 15 minutes. After the broadcast, the experimental.

group had the opportunity to talk to their teacher by telephone, while the

control group had not. At the end of the 15 minute broadcast the students

in the experimental group were able to tune in to the class and talk-fär

30 minutes to the teacher, to the class in the classroom, and to the other

students on home instruction studying the same subject.

\

For evaluation the research team studied the intellectual,.academic, and

socio-emotional developMent of the students. No significant differences

were found between the two groups in _intellectual or academic d4elopment,

or in social maturity. But a certain increase in positive orient4tion

towardS social interests was shown by the experimental group.

We have found no other evalua ve studies of the teleteaching method, but.

many articles and reports menti the method as very successfulThe

facility makei two -way communicat n possible between the homebound

student and a regular clasroom. Th student4an hear every word spoken

in the classroom, and every person in

in return. Rao & Hicks (1972) refer to

this service is given to all students exe

he clagsroom can hear the student

California experiment where

ted from school by illness or

accident. The equipment in that service programme allows group commUnica-
.

tion between the participating, sick students as well as individual commu=

nidation. Duhrels (1965) - a teacher at a High §chool - gives a personal

statement of how de taught a girl so crippled by cerebral palsy that she

could not be in the classroom. The subject taught was type- writing and the

teaching was very successful.

Of course this method using a telephone to teachostudents,who are not able

to be present in the classroom due to any handicap will simplify the education
(.1

rX
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of these students, and perhaps be less expensive than engaging a home
4

teacher. But as Lewis (1966) remarks:

"These systems must be considered a supplement to and not a sub- -
stitute for the home teacher since adequate personal teacher 'Super-
vision is a requisite in such instances. However'with this approach
fewer hours pf personal involvement may be required for some cases.
The cost of such hookups through most telephone companies average
between $ 15 and $ 25 per month depending upon the distance. involved

and the number of-ihtercomhunits." (Lewi,.1969, p 116) k

As mentioned very few.evaluative

teleteaching. The method is used

number of students at each place

Lion of the method.

Telelecture

studies have been carried-out concerning

in many places but because of the small

it is very difficult to take a evolve-

According to the literature there has been much more experimentation and

utilization with telelecture. In contrast, eto the method of et ching

several evaluated studies of telelecturing have lieen. made. Two reports must,

be referred in this context which sum up what hasibeen done.

. Puzzuoli (1970) h

'.He starts with a sur , of the method:

n studying the method mainly on universtty

;

.' "A review the literature relating to th
indicates that the method is implemented t
The tele-lecture has been used with such s
scan television, electro-writers, 35
reading materials, films and printed
to increase the breadth, impact, and
program. ", (Puzzuoli,.1970, p 4)

Ile then deicribes different

purpOse is to bring experts

and articles concerning the

. ences by saying:

use of the teleleCture
rough various models.
por as low-

.

mm slides, overhead projectuals
hand-outs. These aids are used
specificity of the telelecture

and various modes of Utilizationwhere the main

to an audience: He has been studying reports

use of telelecture.and summarizes his refer-

"It was found that tele-lecture was used to enrich audience know-
ledge, provide,a communications network, teach formal classes, supple-
ment classroom 'resources, share professional talent, and increase the
impact and range of professional expertise." (Puzzuoli, 1970, p 20)

0,, 21



We have to return to Puzzuoli later. The other report presenting evaluative

studies,of telelecturing has beenpublished by Hoyt & Frye (1972). Besides

/7/

their own experimentations they have ca rried out a literature search and

state that previous research in telelecturing has shown no difference's

between the use df.telelecture,and face-to-face instruction. They mean

that further experiMentationi aresjustifiaOle. Final generalizations can -

not -be made from previous expeiiments mainly for the following reasons:"
.

s

"L.Samples-have tended tote so0smal1 that there is/a consider- .

able risk that erros of Ole §econd,type (announcing no differ-
ences when, in fact, there are true differences) might be

committed;
-.0-1

2. the initial comparability of the teltlecture and control groups

was not always established by pretests;-:

Whenr.'

.

no/'pretests were administered, they were t used to reduce

the unexplained variance in post7test results and thereby
refine conclusions regarding the relative effectiveness of

the competing systems;

4. Evaluations were seldom comprehensive in the sence that
objectives other than academic achieveMent were studied..
None of the seven fOrmal evaluation studies examined student
gains on affective or psychOmotor objectives. More-importantly,
none considered measuring success' from the student's frame
of reference." (Hoyt & Frye; 1972,1:0)

Hoyt & Frey ease tHUir statements on several studies where moi.# or less

controlled conditions were established. Seven of the studies (Nunley,.

1965; Boswell et el, 1968; Edelman, 1968; Blackwood & Trent, 1968;
4

Puzzuoli, 1970; Spears, 1970; Wecke, 1970) were performed on a sc lntlfic

experimental basis and we.wili review thembelow

V

Ai mentioned above telelecture,Mfers from teleteaching in the sense that

in telelecturing the information ,is transmitted to a group of students

while teleteaching is transmitted to single students. Telelecture has been

defined in different ways from very short statements'to more comprehensive'

definitions. Davies (1966) defines telelecture as "closed-circuit telephone

network". Bretz (1971) from his point of view looks at telelecture as

11

... a multimedia system in which the telephone is augmented by the
addition of visual elements froelocally,projected materials. In its
simplest form, the visual Component may consist of a single projected
slidof the face of the lecture. More commonly, the visual element



will consist of a set of slides that have been produced at the
institution originating the'lecture and sent out in advance to

each location where the program will be presented." (Bretz,

1971, p 133)

We think that neither definition of telelecture points out an essential

component in the method, which is the possibility of two-way communica-

tion at a distance. Kruck & Tversky (1971) make this more distinct when

they describe telelecture as

"... a pre-arranged phOne call from the classroom to a resource
person, providing students the opportunity to ask questions and
to make comments with responces coming'back amplified." (Kruck &

Tversky, 1971, p 21)

Perhaps even more distinct is Puzzuoli's definition of telelecture as

Iy

H a two-way amplified communications system designed to bring
together individuals and/or groups by means of a regular telephone
network. Through the use of the tele-lecture, a speaker may present

an address to one or more groups, simultaneously, located in one
or more different sites across a^region, state,-or the Nation.",
(Puzzuoli, 1970; p 3)

According to this definition the telelecture, can be used, in different

ways and for different motives. The essential motives in distance educa-

tion in general and.in telelecture n particular is hovto allocate

resources.- people, equipment - to satisfy a demand. Most of the ex-

periments using telelecture concern schools, colleges, university with

restricted material and personnel resources. In some cases a:cOuple of

schools have brought together their complete resources of teachers to

give all the students at the single school the same, possibility of

receiving the best instruction. (Beakie & Frick; 1963; Madden, 1964;'

Madden, 1967.) A teacher with excellent knowledge in a specific subject

at a local .site has given a lecture, to all classes in the cooperative

school-system by means of a telephone. Sometimes the arrangments are less

permanent when a school with, small material and perfonnel resources for

a specific subject engages a teacher from another school.(Cook, T963;

Edelman, 1968; Clarke, 1970), or engagei abresource person to provide the

students with theopportunity to questions with responses coming beet(

(Moore, 1965; Snellman et'al,, 1966; Kruck & Tversky, 1971; Hartje, 1573).

The most exclusive is desr4bed by More (1965) who reports on a 15 minute
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Tong distance telephone interview with the vice-president of the Federal

Republic of Germany when 200 studedts studying German in California had
)

.iithe opportunity to ask Mr Mende some questioris and had them answered.

Sometimes thii latk of resources on the personal side.can have drastic

. consequences. In an unsigned article in American Education, 1966, there

is a report about a school district having. difficulties in getting 0

teachers to the school. The School was located on Block Island, an is-

land "Sitting some 13 wave-tossed milessoff the Rhode Island coast".

Once a teacher hadjuade the trip between the mainland and the island and

back again he never did it again! TO bring teaching to the students they

have to arrange for telelectures from the teacher on the mainland to the

students on the island.

Another reason29r establishing telelectures has been when the "students"

did not have the possibility to go to a classroom, because of their jof)i.

In Wisconsin,q1SA, a system has been developed to meet a need for continu-

ing education to medital doctors, nurses, social workers, and. so on ,

(Parker, 1974). The'participants are brought,together at a hospital or a
, ,

court house in several places and are connected by means. of a telephone

line to receive a telelecture. In other cases teachers continuing their

training are brought together to a telelecture (Davis, 1966; Wakefield '&

Vaden, 1973). A coup of articles also show that 'in order to save money

conferences can be arranged as telelectures (Paulson, 1963; Quinn, 1966).

This survey of different reasons for arranging telelectures show§ that a

telelecture can be established'as three alternative models:

"1./ an external speaker presenting an address to a single group;

an external speaker presenting an addres to a number of
,groups in'a number of site-locations;

interaction of a number of speakers/audie ceS at a number
of different site locations." (Puzzuoli, 19700) 4)

Of course it Can be discussed if there are any essential differences between

the three models. The first two differ only in the umber of groups receiving

the telelecture, the last two in the number of spea4rs (teachers) or that

inmodel three there can be an interaction between the grou0s'receiving the

24



lecture. When studying the literature we have found that model 2 is most

and 3 least common.

Model 1 is often used in situations where the supply of qualified teachers

has been small. Such situations are described by Moore (1965), Morton &
i

Burns (1966), Snellman et al (1966), Kruck & Tversky (1971), and Hartje.

(1973). None of these telelectures has.been evaluated'seriosly and in all

cases there were onlyctelelectures. In other instances evaluations have

been made, sometimes comparing the telelectures with conventional face-to-

. face instruction. Gold 0973) presents a study where 5 site locations were

involved and where the teacher rotated his presence between the sites. He

always, taught one class face -to -face, while the other four receivedtthe

lecture simultaneously by telephone. The evaluation consisted.of asking

the students their'opinion, and the answers' indicated that they had a

positive attitude to the method.

More serious studies have been carried out by Beattie & Frick (1963),

Mandelbaum (1966),.Blackwood & Trent (1968), and Puzzuoli (1970). Beattie-&

Frick (1963) made four plans for their experiment but only two of them

were used. In\i0efirst plan the students had a telelecture of 30 minutes.

They then, had,10 minutes to formulate questions which they wanted to be

answered, followed by a 20 ,minute question period together with the tele-

teacher. The second plan had a 30 minute telelecture, and then the teacher

called them back the next day for a 30 minute questim period. The results

indicated that the second plan-was the best one. The students had rdre

time to formulate questions and,the questions were more qualified.

Mandelbaum (1966) reports on an experiment where experts in six differ-
/

ent subjects were engaged.. The lecture were given to varying numbers of

students. Both the teachers and the students were interviewed after the

lectures. The teacheri thod101 that telelectures would be successful if

used at high levels of specialization, demand a lot of preparation; and

perhaps would be more effective in a discussion situation. Blackwood &

Trent (1968) evaluated telelecturing and face.4o-face teaching with-the

hypothesis that there were no differencei. 71. students were diyided into

two groups by means of random sampling,,The.teacher lectured the fade-to-

face group simultaneously with the.remote group. The results indicated

that there were no differences in the amount of learning between the

groups, no differences depending on different educational levels among
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the students. Nor did they find any, differences in attitudes for the total

group but some slight relationshipould be obse'rved. Students of ages

35-44 were more positiVe. to Temoi'e teaching, and students.45-64 liked face-

/ to-face teaching better. The authors conclude the report by stating:
arr

'"The review of the literature and careful examination of the tlfa
collected for this study indicate that the 'greatest amount of

learning (in, terms of immediate recall) takes place during the
early part of a remote lecture. Perhaps the adult educator's best
use of the remote teaching technique would be as a supplement to

,a meeting or class, rather than the total resource." (Blackwood &
Trent, .1968, p 15) ,

Puzzuoli (11! -d to determine releVant methods for teaching by tele-

lecture on unive y,ektension courses. He used two groups of subjects.
.. t

15 students, ful me etployees of a Mining Industry, received for 15.

weeks 3 hours pe elelectures on the subject Mining Engineering. In

the other series 13 e ntary school teachers got a Bourse in Modern
.

rathematics, also le weeks with 3 hours per

,

week. Simultaneously with the

telelectures a couple of #uden_U followed the lectures on campus. The

results showed that the achievement of students trght by telelecture fias

ual to or'greatir than the achievement of stale Ats enrolled in on campus ,

course. It.was also obvious that the success was greater if the teacher

limited the amount of information by telephone to 20-25 minutes, provided

the students with varied printed material, used audio-visual media in:the
,

classrooms visited the remote students, and based the ,ecture on the pro-
-.

blem-solving technique.

Several-programs have been carried out in model 2, mentioned,above, where

an external speaker presents an address to a number of groups at a number

of different site locations. Many'of them have not been. accompanied by a,

more penetrating evaluation. Madden (1964), Davis (1966), Quinn (1966),

Madden (1967), Clarke (1970), Heiliger (1972), and Puynwar (3972) are all

examples'of this kind. In almost all cases the author t report that the

method was inexpensive and that the students were very positive. But-some

problems are reported. There have been technical problems in the-connections,

there have been co-ordination problems in scheduling all classes at a given

time, but on the whole there is a general inclination to continue the

activities.
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A sti144 of,great.inter4St with.a*limited:thluition has been carried out

%An Wisponsillby.Sooper & Lutze (' 9,0), in Wisconsin as in most countries

, 4n-the World there was a shortage of nurses in practice. Several refresher
Ars,' ', .--

'courses Yad been arranged for inactive nurses who'wa ted to returwto"work,
.,

-.after being non-praCtising for many years.. Many of ese pOtsumptive
1.

,
,

returning nurses lived out in the state. and had no opOortunity to- fol iw

thesecentralized courses. In' order to give all returning nurses wheeer
,

they. li'Vied A Chance.to,articipate a project was started deliver the.
,..-

- 4,.. -

,:-
1 4. .. '

,w. .1.

retraining by telephone and radio. The lectures were given by radio to a
. ,

great number
i
of listening stations where the students" were connected

i% ,
-,

''', with iheradio studio by telephone to allow two-way communication with the

teaCner.An informal evaluation.indicaied that the nurses satisfied
,

The main aim was lo get these inactive nurses to return to a profesSional
sl

rejob, but no pressure was placed upon them. The results showed, howevet,
..

, .

5 that this happened. Of the 550 enrollectini the study 12 per cent Aturned

topractiCe,sand semeral,df thenOn4icated that they returned, to practice

)

eaFlie; than they intended.Thert a0Nplans for anotwr type ofcourset,a

course to help new graduate., curses toTbmbine marriage And,career.,Durihg
. . K'

..,.

their inactive period - mainly child-bearing years - the Courses could

liclp hem to keep in touch with the profession and to keep them aware of
'5 ' 1

chgpansin their field. .
.

. .

,

In another study in Wisconsin Regan & Haasch (1979) shoWed that telelectui.-1.

inn was fruitful in trainingnuries. In this st y too the telephone net-

work of Wisconsin was used. A number of nurs s were placed at a number of

listening stations with a Conference telephone. Lectures about tuberculosis

weiv given by eXperts`from a studio, and two4ray communication was possible.

Even this opportunity to provide continuing edtcation for nurses was person-

ally satisfying for the nurses ard the infbrmation they obtained was very

useful to them in their work.
S.

Other studies in telelecturing have been of a more experimental nature.

Nunley (1965) studied the effectiveneSs of telelecture in retraining"element-

ary school teachers in MathematicS. Two groups were taught simultaneously,

one group by telelecture, one conventionally. Tests were given to all stud-
.

ents. Pre-tests and post-tests of achievement/mathematical ability test,

and attitude inventory. The mean change in content mastery was significant-

ly ly greater for the telelecture group than for the conventionally taught

group. But the difference could not be accounted for by differences in
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.ability, teaching attitudes or personal background. The results indicate

that the method of telelecturing is an effective method for retraining

teachers. -*
4

Boswell et al (1968) carried out a study in distance teaching on university

level. The subject was a course in Introductory Psychblogy. Three classes

,were involved. One grOu0101s a control group prid yies taught conventionally

on campus. The second group was also taught conventionally on campus bif,

simultaneously with the third group, which received a telelecture in a

'remote classroom,..Th6 found /to differences between the three groups in

content knowledge measured by pre-test and post-test. This study was an .

initial study which was folf4owed by an application study where five credit

courses were otfered. In these both simultaneous and straight telelectures

were used. The (endings were that the technique was applicable but in

addition to technilel transmipiOn problems there were other problems. One

'of these stemmed from a difference fn specific background 1104442 of. the

.students on campus and remote. Having a number of studenqiniht of him

- face-to-face ..: the teacher could,.- depending on tile st40nt t'etact' n

to what he says - adapt his presentation to the hackgrobnd knowledg

the students. This is not possible with the remote-students.:-

-..

Another study has been carried out by,Edelman (1968). The task was to teach\

Hebrew, bo,th reading and writing - to adults. Two claSses were arranged to

receive tdlelectures, and one class served as a control -group receiving.

traditional lettures. the same teacher, material, curriculum and time

schedule were used in all groups`.- The classes were identical in terms of

range of age, sex distribution, and previbus knowledge of Hgbrew. Pre-test

and post-test were administered, and the students received bte lecture per

week for 10 weeks. The results showed,,no differences between the groups in

the amount learnt by the students, and the conclusion was, that:

"Teaching by electronic devic9s can be as 'successful 'as. the usual
, . method of class-roomfteachingt The talents of a master teacher can

be effectiVely 'shared' in geographically scattered locdtions."
(Edelman, 1968, p. 164)

4

4 . 4 '
t'

, . 4

4' 1 Two other studies by Spears 0971), and by Stutzman & Grigsby (1973) using

the same method of teaching one on-campus class arid remote.classei_siMul-
--__

I thneously indicate the Same resulti, that no differences were food in the

amount of.knowle4ge acquired by the students after the teaching period. k
4/ N,

\-- . A \....

4 i / i 1.' 4., A
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The subjects were quite different. Spears (1971) reports on a workshop

for members of the American Dietetic Association, while Stutzman & Grigsby

(1973) give an account of off-campus courses in electrfcal engineering.

As mentioned earlier Hoyt & Frye (1972) have made an excellent present-
,

ation of research carried out on telelecturing. We have named their

criticism of previous research earlier (see p. 16). They have, however,

also done their own research on telelecture to find out if telecommunica-

tion delivery systems are as effective as class-room procedures regarded

from both the teachers' and the students' points of view. They even asked

if certain pre- dispositions of the students could be used to predict which

student would profit most from telecommunication and standard class-room

method respectively. 4ix different subjects were chosen. The praticipation.

of the students was optional and the pre-test was given: In .the experiment

77 students joined.the on- campus classes,. and 254 students were remote

students. The main conclusions drawn by the writers from their experiment-

ation'were that the educational success regarded from the instructor's

view and from the student's view was relatively independent of each other.

Telelecture and class -room instruction were equally effective delivery.

systems seen from the instructor's frame of reference. From the viewpoint

of the students telelecture instruction was at least as effective as op-
.

campus instruction. Furthermore the successful telelecture student was
/

found to be "more self-reliant and independent than' successful on-campus

students" (Hoyt & Frye, 1972, p. 41).

As we pointed out earlier it is difficult to separate model 1 from model

2. The only difference is that,in model 2 there are two or more groups

receiving the lectures. Model 3 according to Puzzuoli (1970), is

distinguished from the other two model's in that a number of speakers/

audience are interacting in the telelecture.. It could be called -,in.some

cases - tele-conference. One example of this telelecture used in a confer=

ence isilescribed by Paulson 0963) where a meeting with the Audio-Visual

Education AisOciation of Iowa was held by means of a telelecture. The

reason was economical. The Association had not the money to bring experts,

from different parts of the.U.S. The solution was to let the experts stay

in their offices, connect them with the audiences at different site loca-

tions ig IoWa by means of the telephone,'and hold the meeting. In another

study by Wakefield & Vaden 0973) a number ofiellementary school teachers

on lEt 'stitionOwas taught a course in nutrition education. The students

..

r

\ 'it
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and th$ir teachers met once, 1 week for 3 hours during 8 weeks. Faculty

members, guest lectures, and resource persons outside the department were

involved throughout the entire course. Two months after the completion of

the course a follow-up survey.was conducted. This indicated that the

teachers had enlarged, their own teaching in nutrition by activating them-

selves and their own students, that they had Written for new materials,

and
'4?

that they had recommended the course to,feliow teachers.

Perhaps the most exclusive study of telelecturing by this model has been

conducted in WisconsiA. Parker (1974) reports on the project ETN-SCA which

includes Educational Telephoneetwork and Subsidiary Communication

Authorization - a specific_electronic function on the FM-radio channel.

ETN is a telephone network used for transmission of educational materials.

It was developed to meet a growing need for continuing education of medical

dobtors in the state of Wisconsin. This activity started in 1965. Since

.then*the programmes have expanded to cover other areas where continuing

education was necessary and desirable. Tdday the subjects transmitted cover

e.g. Adkmacy, Law, Social Work, Library Science, Nursing. Parker
bas

designated the method as "a huge party line with a number. of partiel on

the same line" (Parker, 1974, p. 34). The students meet in hospitals,

schools, court houses or the like and receive their lecture there. All

thek places are connected with each other and with a station where the

teacher is. The teacher presents his lesson and then there is a discussion

between the teacher and/or the' stbdents. Parker (1972) nas also done some

experimentation with compressed-speech, where by means of special equip-

ment the teacher's speech is tape-recorded so that the output is presented

at a higher rate than the initial recording. More time is then available

for discussion during the time settled beforehand for the lecture. The

activities are evaluated contihously and are going to.be extended. ETN is

today transmitting an average of 100 hours per week.

Independently of the model used the telelectures are often completed with

visual supplies sent to the students in advance. It pn.be slides,

transparencies, filmstrips, printed materiali videotapes.. It is, however,

possible to use a telephone line to transmit visual information by using

a telewriter or electrowriter. This method of transmitting writing by wire

. has been available almost as long as the telephone (Bretz, 1971). The

message transmitted can be projected on a screen by means of an overhead

projector. Hageny et al (1968) have described what happens when a tele-

VI
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writer is used:

4

The instructor sends written material tO the classes by writing on
a paper tape over a three-by-five-inch template with a'special

point pen. The analog pulses generated by the movement of the pen
are transmitted through telephone lines to the receivers, where ink-

,

fed styli reproduce theplginal graphic data on transparent acetate.
e overhead. projector coupled to the redeiver projects the enlarged

wr ing into a conventional projection screen. It is also pogible
to p oduce Electro-writer combination receiver - transmitter. units
so at two-way written discourseihould be feasible." (Hageny el al,

p.. 14)-

The method has been used iOseveral situations. fdelpan'(1968) and

Stutzman & Grigsby (1973) quoted above,used telewriting in their experi-

metItt. Wecke (1970) reports on an experiment within the university exten-

sion where students, on campus were compared with remote students. The

remote students received a telelecture including the use oeteiewriting.

The data collected indicated that the telelecture utilizing telewriter was

as effective as on-campus teaching.

Before summarizing advantages and disadvantages of the method, we can

consider telelecturing from a financial point of view. Many of the studies .

reported in this review hive pointed to the fact that telelecturing is

'inexpensive. It is, however, very difficult to form an idea of thereal

costs of telelecturing. All depends on what expenditure is calculated.

Parker (1974) states that ETN-SCA costs an average 14 cents'per student-

hour. But he adds:

o

'This cost reflects only the network production and operation. costs
and not. the instructional materials such as slides, printed materials,
etc.". (Parker, 1974, p. 36)

It does not appear from this how many students these costs are based :on but ,

the figures are challenging. $nellman'et al (1966) report that they brou0ht
%,

by telephone a famous fashion designer to their students at a cost of US $

21.50 per hour. Depending on how many students participated p'rhaps this

cost per student could be 'figured in cents, too, Morton & Burns (1966) organ-
.

ized telelectures for 30 - 40 students in Industrial Education. They estim-

ated. the costs at US $ 30-40 per hour, which means US $ 1 per student hour.

Clarke (1970), who taught Art by telephone to 213 Students for two years;

utilized' 34 calls for a total cost of US $ 1.258. Distributed on cost per'

student hour that means 14 cents. It4should be noted that none of the
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reported figures includes the salaries for die teachers. Therefore these

costs recorded are additional costs but must be related to the sa ing of

any expenses that may arise from travelling expenditEre for the eachers.

As far as we have seen the telelectLire is as effective as a tr iiional

classroom teaching method. The method has-certain advantages a well'as

certain disadvantages. If we look at the-dikidvantages there re problems

of a technical nature. Unsatisfactory knowledge of and unfamliarity with

the equipment.- both from the teachers and the students - is, one great
,

problem. Bad sound reception can interfere. Another pOblem can be the

scheduling of all classes and the teacher at the tame time. But the

greatest disaltintage in'telelecturing is the lack ofigace-tb-face inte

action. Everywhere the method has been evaluated, both students and te h-

ers have mentioned this as the main. problem. The teacher can in as face to-.
,

face meeting adapt his presentation to.the reactions of the students n t

only verbal reactions but non-verbal gestures for instance. This oppo tun-
.

ity does not exist in the telelecturing. Despite the'se disadvantafei'

evaluative studies indidate that the effectiveness of the telelecture

method as high_as a traditional classroom lecture. From another point

bf view the method-i-i;iiat-advatages. These have been stated very well

by Parker (1973) as he summarizes the advan ages of ETN-SCA:

It provides for truly 'continuing', education, enabling participants
to receive limited amounts of. information frequently ... There is
great economy in time and money for the participants and the faculty.
Neither is required to travel significant distances or spend signif-
icant amounts of time away from occupational `or. tParhing respons-
ibilities.

Departments are able to reach entirely new audiences Which had been
neglected previously ... ETN-SCA enables us to reach isolated
profetsionals who would otherwise be _in an educational vacuum."
(Parker, 1973,,p. 14-15)

Pater is referhng to the specific ETN-SCA services but his statement can

be valid for all telelectures seen in this educational context. There is

great value in reaching people for continuing education or retraining and

here the telephone can be helpful. Of course television, broadcast, tapes

can be; used but the adVantage of the telephone is the possibility of two-
.

way coimunication.
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Dial-access

Previously we have defined.dial-access as an information service system

which. provides a person who dials a certain telephone number with a brief

summary on different topics by means of pre-recorded tapes. Most of .dial-

access syttems are operating in, connection with libraries. Technically two

solutions are available for setting up a dial-access library. The caller

of a dial-access library selects the tape from a cataUg previously .

distributed to him. Then he calls an operator who inserts the tape to a

play-back machine and the caller listens. The other sdlutiOn is an

automatic system where each tape in the dial-access library has its own

telephone number. The caller phones the dial-access library number and then

the selected tape number. The operational system then selects the tape-and

plays it to the caller.

,
Most of the dial-access library systems are of the manual, non-automatic *

..

type. The first and, still the bigges't dial-access library was created in

WisconOwin 1966 at the Medical Center. The purpose of this library was

to provide physicians with immediate access to.authoritative medical

information (Meyer, 1967).,Ihe doctor could call the dial-access library

24 hours-a-day and select a tape wilich he wanted.to.listen to. The tapes

contain information of an emergency nature or present current recommended

procedures. 200 tapes were available,and each tape was 4-6 minutes in

length. The topics were selected by faculty members and contained core

information useful in clinical practice. During the first year of operation
.,,

the library received 1.859 calls which means an average of 5 calls per day.
. .

The tapes on Pediatrics, Psychiatry, and Internal Medicine were .utilized
t

most frequently.

lik ,

A similar service was in 1968 patterned for nurses in Wisconsin. The

,purpose and e method were the same as for the program for the physicians.

741th(Niles, 19 1. The contents of the tapes were selected by a committee which

t.O.\had guidelines cover:

"(a) nursing care in emergent.), situations; b) new procedures and
equipment; (c) recent developing in nursing (d) legal aspects in
nursing situations." (Niles; 1970, p. 8-9)

The cost of the service was not very high. The equipment including the
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installation cost less than'US $ 200 and durtng the first 15-month period

the cost of the telephone service was US $ 10.773. During the same period

the library received 16.258 calls which is an estimated cost per call of

66 cents. During the first 18 months thelibrary accepted 20.873 calls

which is ho calls per day.

Pearson J (1973) has decribed all he Medic1/401:Dial Access Libraries in

/ the U.S. e first one in Wisconsin was followed by several others, and

in 1973 th re were 15 operating in the country. PearsonJr says that the

collection range from 200 - 1000 tapes. He also participated inperforfit-

ing a stud of the dial.access libraries to evaluate their general value,

efficiency and effectiveness. The study was based on intensive inter-

views with the staff of 10 libraries. The major findings were that the

different libraries handle from 2.000 up till 105.000 calls per year.

(Pearson Jr & Bloch, 1974.) They found that nurses used the service'twice

as frequently as physicians, that 10 per cent, of all calls were made in

emergency situations, and that 40 per cent were related to a particular

patient. About 20 to 40 %, of the calls were reppled by the users.to result

in some change in their ti.eatment of the patient. -

Pearson Jr summarizes both limitations and advantages with these medical

dial-access libraries. Dial-access is limited at the moment to audiotrans-

mission only and this is in many cases unsatisfactory. When it is possible

to transmit even visual information, the biggest limitation will be

eliminated. The advantage is above all that it ii0 erates 24-hour-a-day.

The caller has immediate access to information. It is also a relatively

cheap way to distribute new information to persons who 'want it, and when

they want it.
J

The dial-access libraries have as shown been used for rapid help in critical

situations but can also be seen as a method for continuing education. The

method has also been used to serve students in a more conventional school.

Reuter (1972) reports on a service:in Denver, Colorado, whdreequipment

for manual- served dial- access was developed. Several thousand tapes were

available from a central school library. The student calls the librarian

who selects the wanted audio tape and places it on a playback unit which

sends the lesson over the telephon to the student. The purpose can,be

described when Reuter says: -7--



"Audio tapes for the project have bieen purchased or dab-Toped in
correlation with the necessary listening skills of the individual

t6: (a) improve his ability to/follow directions, (b) maintain
attention, (c) analyze conversation and speech, (d) listen to sounds

of the language, (e) listen to thcontext,.(f) mentally organize
thoughts; (g) distinguish between relevant and irrelevant inform-
ation, (h) listen for a purpose,.ti) determine main ideas and
important details, (j) index a message, (k) make comparisons, (1)
determine normal sequence, (m) find inferences and draw conclusions,
(n) sense emotions and moods and (o) enjoy critical listening."
(Reuter, 1972, p. 60),

the dial-access system has - according to Reuter - generated enthusiasm

among both teachers am:I-students. Books are no longer the sole source.of

information. The plans are to expand the activity and also to serve adults:

"This technological development will,play the role of tutor for those

who may wish to follow their children's progress in the curriculum
or may lack proficiency in certaiti basic skills." (Reuter, 1972,
p. 60)

. ..-

VanderWiel & Foley (1974). report on an automatic dial-aCcess retrieval

serving preschool children, elementary school children and high school

students in Iowa. One purpose of thd project was.to reduce some educational

impediments. There were exterhal impediments such as the students" in-

ability to reach the educational facility, e.g. students with handicap.

But there were also internal impediments like thd fact that all people do

nbt learn equally well from the same communication channel. 4.000 tapes

were available for children and students 14 hours a day every schpol day.

Theteacheri,in all grade; were able to reserve tapes and telephone lines

for some days. Then the students had the opportunity to call thedial-

access library and, take part of the material available through the library,.

A study tf the system indicated that it, was used very frequently.

Despi/e the.more specific uses of dial-access as a service available to

pirticular groups of professionals which has been described above, the

systemcan probably be Used with great success in educational contexts,

too'. As we have seen it has been used in: schools with success and nothing.

speaks against its availability in a distande education Sxstem.

Teletutoring Ilk

.
4r

The fourth form for using the telephone as an educational medfum is tele-
..

,
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tutoring. Previously we have. defined teletutorin9,as a method enabling"the

student to get iritoucti by means of a telepboniwith his tutor to have

individual support in his study work. The method differs from the others

in two ways. In the first place the principal informatlori for learning is

in teletutoring given the student by other means, elg. textbooks,,

correspondence courses, radio, television. Secondly the support is individ-

ual , 4.
414\

Some of. the giseit multi -media systems in use have given the'students the,

opportdnity to reach their tutors by telephone. At TELEKOLLEG in Bavaria'

the students were able to ask questions to the television teachers by.

telephone on certain days. The.queitions were answered by the teachers

direct on the television screen (Bedall, 1971). Even in Chicago TV College

the students were able to reach.their television teachers by telephone

(Schmidbauer,& Zigerell, 1971; Zigerell & Chausow, 1974). Each. week a

television teacher was available for two hours and a grouteacher could

be phoned almost every day. The students could discuss questions relating

to a specifid subject, and the main purpose was to give the student a

feeling of not being iso'iated. Recently a project has been introduced at
f 1

the British Open University to examine one way to provideian additional

support to the teaching structure (Turok et al, 1974). The problem araises ,

_from the expansion of the Open:University and the fact that it has become

difficult to provide some of the studentswith face-to-face support. The

roject will be ta'ted very satin and some pilot-studies have been carried .

out: In the project the Open University will work with conference tele-,

phOneslinking together several students in group-sessions.

The teletutoring has aIsO been used as a support, in family planning

services. ernada et 'al (1974) report from two pilot-projects in Seoul,

Korea, and ipei, Taiwan, where
44

persons could call counselors to get

information and advice in family planning getters. In these cases the main

informition was obtained froM the telephohe-calls but the support was

In order to provide students at a high.school with individual support tn

studying foreign languages, Tanguay (1966) reporit on 'an experiment with,

telephone instruction: The students had their lectures at schOol'in French

and Spanish as Usual, but the students bad.the option to call a particular

telephone number where they received a dialogue drill for three minutes.

Lsk.1
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Only one "lesson" was available each day. The evaluation if)ere_se

months indicated that most of the statents thought that the method was

helpful in their work and would like to have more than one lesson each

day.

In Sweden a, couple of experiments using teletutoring hive been carried out.

Gorosch (1967) reports on a course in English for vocational teachers who

were going to be .on duty in developing countries. The teachers had no or

insufficient knowledge in English. The training program was set up as a

home study Course supplemented by a one -week, intensive course in Sweden

and four weeks in England. The home study work was based on a self

instructional textbook including tapes, some supplementary material - a

sort of correspondence course - and telephone lessons with the tutor every

two weeks. The telephone calls were §chedu d by the tutor and contained

conversation, reading, and questions from he student. Several advantages

Were found with these telephone lessons. The students could,stay at home

with their families but receive qualified support even if they ,dived far

Away. Ever' two reeks they could have 15-20 minutes private support from

their tutors and they could work at their own pace.

. 'Another study has been conducted by Ahlm (1972). The purpose of the study

was to see how students studying by correspondence were influenced by the

opportunity, to discuss by telephone with their tutors. The study had an

experimental design with one grouft of students being aule to phone their

tutor, and the other group having no such possibility'. The subject chOsen

was mathematici.'Since only 12 % of the students who had possibility of

phoning did so, it was difficult to make conclusions/. The results indicated

that those studenti who really had used the telephone service got better

results from the course thank those who did not use the telephone service

but had the possibility. No differencgin attitudes towards the course,

subjectlor correspondence studies in general were found between the groups.

Of course,.if several of the students had taken the opportunity to phone,

the r sults coul.&4ve been-different:

In connection with correspondence,studies the telephone has been used as a

complementary aid at the National College of Adult Education in Narnbiand,

Sweden (Degen, 1969; Folke & Johansson, 1970).,Adult students combined,

studying by correspondence with fke-to-face Instruction at the College.

During the independent study period at home the students are able td get



in touch with their/.:50.or,rby

minute of the day-because the

which records every call. The

can get individual support.

telephone. They can phone thir tutors every.

College has a" telephone answering machin;%

tutor then calls the student'and the student

One more Swedish experiment should be mentioned. Since 1971 all pharmacies

form one company with a common organization. More than 600 managers had to

be trained during a short period and all were working fullztime (Fernstrom.,

1973). The training program was worked out as a home-study-program where

facts were delivered by means uf a pre-produced material. Exercises were

worked on inoroups with participants living close to each other. The

participants got in touch with those conducting the training program by

means of a telephone where they could discuss the exercises with the

'prograM,staff. In addition the group delivered answers by means of a

telecopier. The evaluation of the program is'in prOgress.

In 1970 a project called DIAL (Direct IpS/trmction fo Adu t Learning) was

started in Virginia, USA, using the telephone both as an instructor and a

supporting tutor. Byrd 9972) presents-tpe program and its aims which mere

II
... to benefit persons who, it was believed, normally would enroll

in Adult Basic Education but who could not attend regular clatses.
... one of the main deterrents to'continuing education by these
adults was the lack of transportation ... dependent children,
invalids in the home, and work schedule in conflict with thp class
schedule." (Byrd, 1972, p. 122) . .

/, /:-

The first program started with programmed material available to the students

and used in conjuction with telephone instruction. The student completed

the material at home, mailed ans ers on questions to a center where, it was

evaluated, corrected, and retu ned to the student. The.studeht could then

call his teacher to get assistance, butt-if he did not the teacher called

the student. This first part of the program was evaluated and some dis-

' advantages were found. The students hesitated to call their to ers for

assistance. ,Further people on a lower reading level had problem n using

the programmed material .
'

, .

After this first phase of the program some variations were tried. Since

there had been problems for some people in using the programmed material,

the initructional information was_lrelayed2to-the_student-boith-Tiverand

recorded. The student could then call the center and have a lesson. As
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the center had teachers on duty 13 hours a day the student could get

immediate assistance. The teacher could even cut in on a line at any time,

listen to wt a student is working with, speak to hitn and askif.he needs

any assistance. The development of the system indicates that there are

almost unlimited possibilities in teaching by telephone. Some evaluation

has been carried out comparing conventional clatsroom instruction and this

telephone instruction. No significant differences in learning advancement

-were'found.L._

4

/
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/IN CONCLUSION

As we have seen the telephone can be used in different ways 'in education.

It be used as'a substitute for other instructional forms as well as

a supplement to conventional instruction, such as classroom instruction,

correspondence instruction. Like all other methods, it.has adyantages as

well as disadvantages. One disadvantage is that it only uses audio trans-

mission.to deliver information. But it can be Supplemented - still using

the teletransmission technique - by electrowriter to give semi-visual

information. Another disadvantage often emphasized is that telephone

instruction seems to be impersonal but this is a disadvantage. that all

instructional media sustain. The only way to eliminate this impersonality

is to do as we have done in our research project - use the telephone for

teletutoring or arrange face-to,face instruction.

f
Of course these disadvantages are considerable but considering the

advantages, especially for distance learners, they can almost be ignored.

As Yeomans & Lindsey (199) and Short (1974) among others, state, the

advantages are first of all flexibility, which means that anywhere in the

world where there is a telephone, it is possible to receive instruction.

Secondly; there are low.costs.'Using the telephone there is a saving of.

money and time onthe part of both*the teacher and the student. Of course
this applies to countries where the telephone density'is high and the

gen&al costs of telephonihg are low. ThircIty,-Usfika telephone line it
is possible to reach and erovide rer_te'a-rea's with qualified instruction:

In addition if the telephone is used as a complement or a supplement to

other instructional media, suchpas correspondence courses, 'television;

radio, it can provide the student with a private. tutor ready to discuss,

explain, stimulate, and motivate in the study work. In this sense the
.

telephone is used to individualize instruction.

In this repdrt we have pointed but four different modes of using the tele-

phone ieducation. In general education. all of them are practicable but
in the context of our research area,. correspondence material and correspond-

ence institutes, some restrictions have to be pointed out. Teleteaching is
in this least - if at all - useful. The method enables a sick or hand-

/ icapped student to keep up with his class work without being physically

present in the classroom. The second mode, telelecturing, can he used in

combination with correspondence instructional material provided that the
4.
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distdnce learners are worktng :in groups. The teacher,can by using tele-
.

lecturing give ,a lecture to one or several grows of students located in

different sites. It is'possible to reach',groups of distance learners and

prdvide them with an expert enabling the students to have a lecture by

and two-way communication with; the expert.

The third mode, dial-access, seems to be more usefurthan it has been.

This is an information service syitemthat provides a perion with..a brief

recorded.Summary on 'different topics. The person'-student - dials an

operator which can be a person or a computer, asks for the specific topic

I

and it a le to,l'isten to the message. In distance learning systems much,

iinfor Lion could be stored and made available for individual support or,

g dance. The fourth mode, teletutorins, will' probably be the most.effect-

ive and practical method in distance education utilizing dorrespondence

instructional material. It enables the student to get in touch with his

tutor, by telephone to hdve individual support in study work. In our

research project we are using this method in ane,of our experimental},
,

series. Students working with correspondence courses 001 have their usual

postal two-way communication supplemented by telephone tutoring. The tutor

will call the students after they have had their corrected exercises for ,

sub on returned.

In all four modes the telephone is an instructional` aid which supple@ents

' other teaching methods. The uses of-the telephone - as well as other,

electronic equipments = can be overestimated. But we agree when Ghatala

& Wedemeyer (1973)`say:

"Telecotmunications, properly used, can be one of the most effefte
tools' for distant teaching and learning yet employed: Educational
communications offer a unique means to provide opportunities for
learning to large numbers of spatially separated learners.
(Ghatala & Wedemeyer, 197$, p. 63)

They continue:
.

°Appropriate application of media, technology And.telecommunications
Ao education is capable of individualizing, humanizing, personal-
iiing and optimizing instruction and learning.. As a result, the
quality of education will be improved and will provide more and
better education to all learnersr,and espqpially those at the little
end of the horn of plenty - the distant thrners." (Ghatala &
Wedemeyer, 1973, p. 63)

) ,



Looking in a broader PeripectiNe itis quite obvious that distance

education can be used to find, a sOlut' n-of wh'at McKean (1964' was

looking for:
.

,

1
,

S. .- . t

"There is one, aspect to the lg in education which is particularly

'-------)

'fficult to underitand. We educators are largely responsibl_efbr
i The world rightfully look(to us for leadership i 1*-EtThg its,
educ'tdonal needs and-we cqnfihe ourselves to the:narr w limits of*
an a cient formula requiring the students to come to us-even thoysh
we ow this kind of education can reach only a very fe of thos
wh want and .need to learn. We spend bil ns of tax dot ars okl

. 'p blic higher education' which serves sma fragment of the ''
pu lic." (McKean, 1969, p. 8-9) I t

0
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'
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